
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The seamen were tired with rowing, and it was evident that no great effort
_________________ to hurry the boat along.
1.

(make)was being made

I was too much concerned at the moment to take in all his words implied or
to appreciate the fine dexterity with which a difficult situation
____________________.

2.

(handle)was being handled

The furniture _________________ at auction, and the house was crowded
with all sorts and colors of men and women.
3.

(sell)
was being sold

I feel just as if a net were surrounding me, and the net
__________________ tighter each moment, and I ____________________
into a pit out of which there is no escape.

4.

(draw) (drag)
was being drawn was being dragged

While she could now count on the support of the majority of the princes,
plots ____________________ about the queen-regent, the object of which
was to persuade the latter to give up the friends who had served her faithfully
for so many years.

5.

(form)

were being formed

They believed, or pretended to believe, that a demand
___________________ for a new trial of his offences.
6.

(raise)was being raised

Would it not then be evident that some fraud
________________________?
7.

(perpetrate)was being perpetrated

As he listened to the curious sound he began dimly to realize that the
foundation of his life and character ________________________.
8.

(undermine)
were being undermined

It might be that Davidson ___________________ out of the room.9. (throw)was being thrown

It is possible, but not certain, that the scenes were played on alternate
halves of the stage, and that when one half of the stage
____________________ of its properties, or fitted with them, the play
continued on the other half.

10.

(clear)
was being cleared
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Way down at the wharf a big steamer ___________________ out into the
river.
11.

(pull)
was being pulled

In its yards warships _________________________.12. (construct)were being constructed

He reported that, although resisting with the greatest obstinacy, the
Russians ____________________ out of the suburbs.
13.

(drive)were being driven

When we arrived at the magistrate's office, I wondered where we
___________________; for though we passed through some great gates that
looked like those of the city wall, we were still evidently within the city.

14.

(take)
were being taken

My first intimation that there was a celebration taking place
______________________ by a tremendous uproar in the native village just
as darkness had fallen.

15.

(attract)
was being attracted

The lanterns waged but a feeble battle against the darkness; Martin felt
he ____________________ by that heavy, intense gloom.
16.

(crush)was being crushed

All at once the man raised his eyes as if to see how his young master was
getting on, and started as he saw that he ____________________.
17.

(watch)was being watched

War's toll ____________________ daily, but the country had yet to pay
the full price.
18.

(exact)
was being exacted

Where it was at the time our transportation ___________________ by the
rebel cavalry, I have never heard.
19.

(burn)
was being burned

If they saw that we ____________________ by holding out, they would
inform us to that effect.
20.

(ruin)
were being ruined
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